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The kinetic transport behaviors in near interface of the membranes were studied using commercial anion and cation exchange
membrane and charge mosaic membrane. Current-voltage curve gave the limiting current density that indicates the ceiling of
conventional flux. From chronopotentiometry above the limiting current density, the transition time was estimated. The thickness
of boundary layer was derived with conjunction with the conventional limiting current density and the transition time from steady
state flux. On the other hand, the charge mosaic membrane was introduced in order to examine the ion transport on the membrane
surface in detail. The concentration profile was discussed by the kinetic transport number with regard to the water dissociation
(splitting) on the membrane surface.

1. Introduction

It is well known that electrodialysis using ion exchange
membrane makes drinking water or table salt from sea water.
In Japan especially it is popular to use this electrodialysis in
various fields such as food, medical pharmacy and ultrapure
water [1–3]. However, the more efficient and improved
electrodialysis have been required for pure water production
because conventional system costs much of electric power
at present. One of the main problems originates from the
limiting current density that restricts the direct current
for supplying through the system and depends on the
thickness of diffusion layers. In this study, the way to see
the thickness of the depleted solution layer was examined in
order to improve the efficiency on the electrodialysis from
fundamental standpoint.

As mentioned above, the aim will be focused on the ionic
behavior of ion transport from bulk solution to membrane
surface. In addition, so far developed charge mosaic mem-
brane [4–6] is introduced into electrodialysis model system
and the ion transport mechanism is investigated. As exper-
imental strategies, electrical methods were mainly adopted,
and 4 kinds of membrane systems were selected to study:
cation exchange membrane system (CMV), anion exchange
membrane system (AMV), charge mosaic membrane and

cation exchange membrane system (MM + CMV), and anion
exchange membrane and charge mosaic membrane system
(AMV + MM).

The potentiometry was also used on the same membrane
systems to elucidate the diffusion layer. The chronopo-
tentiometry has been carried out to obtain the transition
time [7–9]. The technique was adopted for 4 membrane
arrangements to examine the contribution to the boundary
layer of the charge mosaic membrane. The kinetic parameter
about the boundary layer was noticed and introduced for
understanding of the experimental results. The boundary
layer thickness was already studied using chronopotentio-
metric technique in the underlimiting current-range [10],
but in this paper different other methods were adopted to
measure the boundary layer thickness.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials. The membranes used in the experiments were
commercial Selemion CMV as cation exchange membrane,
Selemion AMV as anion exchange membrane (Asahi glass
Co.), and charge mosaic membrane MM, which was devel-
oped in Dainichi Seika. Co. and contained both strong acid-
type cation exchange group and strong base-type anion
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exchange group fixed in the direction perpendicular to the
membrane surface [4–6]. The KCl solution was prepared
from 10−5 to 10−1 mol dm−3 in this study.

2.2. Membrane Arrangement. A study in laboratory scale
was carried out with 4 kinds of membrane systems, which
imagined ED (electrodialysis) and EDI (electrodeionization)
model membrane systems.

4 membrane arrangement systems for this research were
taken as following.

CMV : KCl solution/CMV/KCl solution (ED model).
AMV : KCl solution/AMV/KCl solution (ED model).
MM + CMV : KCl solution/MM + CMV/KCl solution

(EDI model).
AM + MMV : KCl solution/AMV + MM/KCl solution

(EDI model).
The membranes arrangements of two tops and two

bottoms are similar to conventional ED and EDI device,
respectively. Then, for convenience, sometimes ED or EDI
symbols were used in this paper.

2.3. Apparatus

2.3.1. Current-Voltage Curve. Current-voltage curves were
determined with a gradual increase of potential difference
imposed through the cells, and current density across the
membrane was measured. The obtained combination of
potential difference and current density gave the experimen-
tal current-voltage curve.

2.3.2. Chronopotentiometry. The potentiostat (Potentio-
stat/Galvanostat, HA-151, Hokutodenko. Co.) allowed the
current-voltage measurement and the chronopotentiom-
etry measurement on different membrane arrangements.
Chronopotentiogram was driven with a function genera-
tor (function generator, HB-111, Hokutodenko. Co.) and
recorded by X-Y-t recorder (XY recorder F-35C, Riken
Denshi. Co.). The experimental cell for the current-voltage
measurement and the chronopotentiometry was the four-
electrodes cell as depicted in Figure 1. The voltage drops
across the membranes under investigation are measured
by Haber-Luggin capillaries in which 3 M KCl solution
was filled with agar and each connected to potentiostat
or galvanostat where Ag/AgCl electrode was connected as
reference electrode.

Chronopotentiometry is one of the electrochemical
characterization methods that measure the electric potential
response of a system to the imposed current [10–12]. It was
performed with 4 membrane arrangements under investiga-
tion. It is not the same measurement as the current-voltage
curve measurement at the point where the current instead
of voltage drop was applied into the system by means of
outer supply. The method of chronopotentiometry was firstly
developed for electrochemistry of electrode and now used
also for studies in membrane science field almost without
any changes [13]. Then the Sand equation, which had
concerned with electrode reaction was introduced toward the
membrane system.
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Figure 1: Experimental cell with electrochemical apparatus. A;
Ag/AgCl electrode. B: Membrane system (Monopolar or Monopo-
lar + Mosaic membranes). Membranes parts are fixed by two
rubbers with holes, 1 cm in diameter from both sides to avoid the
leak of solution. C: Ag/AgCl electrode. D: 3 M KCl in agar.

The transition time obtained by chronopotentiome-
try corresponds to the moment, where the initial salt
concentration on the membrane surface decrease until it
becomes zero [12]. On the other hand, it means the time
to reach overlimiting current density by applied current.
The obtained kinetic parameters were analyzed by the Sand
equation.

2.3.3. pH Measurement. pH indicators, phenolphthalein,
and methyl red were put into the KCl solution to check
simply the occurrence of water dissociation during operation
of chronopotentiometry. It indicated that the pH change, H+

take place from slight red color qualitatively.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Limiting Current Density. Current-voltage curve mea-
surement was carried out to obtain the limiting current
density in the membrane systems of 4 arrangements under
investigation. The limiting current density was determined
from current-voltage curve and explained by the well-known
schematic picture [11] in which three regions can be distin-
guished. Firstly, a linear part appears in the low-potential
drop region, called the ohmic region. Secondly, the current
density attains a plateau region due to the depleted ion layer
adjacent to membrane surface. The concentration on the
membrane surface became zero finally. Hence the current
density on this step was defined as the limiting current
density, and there the salt flux is dominated by the diffusion
between the bulk solution and membrane surface. After the
plateau, the current density begins to increase again. The
third region is called the overlimiting region [11]. The lim-
iting current densities about ED or EDI model system were
determined from the current-voltage curves. In fact, the lim-
iting current density on EDI was slightly larger than on ED.
The salt flux across the membrane is in agreement with the
salt flux, which passed from the bulk solution to the mem-
brane surface. Therefore, it is important to consider the flux
until the concentration on the membrane surface reach zero.
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Figure 2: Limiting current density of 4 membrane arrangements in
KCl solution. Symbols are inserted in the figure.

The limiting current density is given by a following
equation derived in the literatures [10–14]:

ilim = FDKClCO

δ
(
ti − ti

) . (1)

Here F is Faraday constant, CO the bulk solution con-
centration, D the salt diffusion coefficient, δ the diffusion
boundary thickness, ti the counter ion transport number in
the membrane, and ti the transport number in the solution.

Here if one assumes that D the salt diffusion coefficient,
δ the diffusion boundary thickness and ti the counter ion
transport number in the membrane are known, ti the
transport number in the solution can be obtained. It will be
done about the detailed discussion later.

3.2. Transition Time. Chronopotentiogram, one of electro-
chemical methods, is given as schematic explanation in
Figure 3. The result in 0.01 M KCl solution with using
CMV was shown in Figure 4. All current densities imposed
for the chronopotentiometry were always larger than the
limiting current density obtained by the current-voltage
curve measurement. In the case where such a large current
was imposed on the membrane system, the concentration
polarization should occur rapidly on the membrane surface
and the concentration on the membrane surface becomes
zero immediately. The situation is the same as the case
mentioned in previous section. The transition time, τ
was defined as the time when the concentration on the
membrane surface became zero, that is, inflection point of
shadow in Figure 3.

Now, the transition time is given by Sand as following
equation [12, 13]:

τ = πDKCl

4
1
i2

(
FziCO

ti − ti

)2

. (2)
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Figure 3: Schematic drawing of chronopotentiogram.
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Figure 4: Chronopotentiogram with a cation exchange membrane
in 0.01 M KCl solution. Current densities are inserted in the figure.

Here D is the diffusion coefficient of electrolyte, CO and zi
the concentration in the bulk and the charge of the counter
ion, ti and ti the transport number of the counter ion in the
membrane and solution, respectively, i the current density,
and F the Faraday coefficient. Then the measured transition
times were indicated as a function of inverse of square of
current densities in Figure 5. According to Figure 5, there
were hardly difference between CMV and AMV membrane
arrangements. On the other hand, in the case where the
charged mosaic membrane was introduced additionally on
cation- and anion exchange membrane like arrangements,
MM + CMV and AMV + MM, the transition time was
changed remarkably. The transition time, τ, increased on
the arrangement, MM + CMV, while τ on the arrangement,
AMV + MM decreased. At present, it is not clear, but there
seems to be influence of boundary layer, δ.

3.3. Kinetic Transport Number in Boundary Layer. When zi =
1, (2) was rearranged to evaluate the transport number at
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Figure 5: Transition time versus ilim
−2 in 0.01 M KCl solution.

Symbols are inserted in the figure.

the boundary layer in the case of KCl solution as follows:

ti = ti − COF
1
i

√
πDKCl

4τ
. (3)

Potential changes along the time and increases after the
current density value reached on the transition time are
shown at the grey portion in Figure 3. The fact suggests that
any ion transport process also changes after the transition
time. The transport number might be changed under a
certain condition, although the transport number had been
almost unity in membrane when the relation between the
voltage and the current has been simply ohmic at the
moment. The kinetic transport number on the membrane
surface was defined and derived from the above (3) on the
moment when ion concentrations on the membrane reached
zero.

The kinetic transport number in the boundary layer
was shown in Figure 6, where the diffusion coefficient was
assumed to be constant values in KCl solution and also
transport number in membrane, ti = 1. According to
Figure 6, an addition of the charged mosaic membrane
resulted in the change of transport number at the boundary
layer and the transport number tended to change remarkably
with the extent of current density. In particular, it was
supposed that the kinetic transport number in the boundary
layer decreased remarkably in the case of AM + MM. Hence
we define the transport number as kinetic transport number
in boundary layer.

3.4. Thickness of Boundary Layer. Equation (1) on the limit-
ing current density was rearranged to derive the thickness of
boundary layer as follows:

δ = FDKClCO

ilim
(
ti − ti

) . (4)
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Figure 6: Relation between transport number and various ilim
−1

value in 0.01 M KCl solution on 4 membrane arrangements.
Symbols are inserted in the figure.
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Figure 7: Diffusion layer thickness versus current density. Symbols
are inserted in the figure.

The estimated limiting current density was already given
in Figure 2. The transport number on designated ion
should be unity through the membrane. This condition
was equivalent with that in the chronopotentiometry at
the transition time just before. It was supposed that the
transport number and the current density obtained from the
chronopotentiometry were able to be substituted by using
(4) because the conditions on the surface of membrane
are same. Then, the thickness of the boundary layer was
represented in Figure 7. The added charge mosaic membrane
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Figure 8: Indicator, methyl red in cell of two bottoms changed in red. This shows the existence of H+ in a bulk solution.
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Figure 9: Schematic model of ion transport on the membrane surface. Dotted lines are hypothetical boundary lines.
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caused the increase of the thickness of boundary layer on
the cation exchange membrane and the decrease on the
anion exchange membrane. The tendency of change became
remarkable depending on the current density.

Finally, it was suggested that the introduction of the
charge mosaic membrane into ion exchange membrane
resulted in the change of boundary layer’s thickness, and this
result supported the speculation in Section 3.2. Transition
Time.

3.5. Water Splitting. During the chronopotentiometry, the
pH measurement was carried out at the same time under the
presence of pH indicators, phenolphthalein, and methyl red,
and the results were shown in Figure 8. The color changes
were not recognized in CMV and MM + CM systems at all,
but the red color changes appeared in AMV and AM + MM
systems. The pH change suggested that the water splitting
took place near the surfaces on anion exchange membrane
systems only. The water splitting seems to give an affect to
the ion transport process on membrane, in particular anion
membrane systems. Then the experimental results were
tentatively examined by the following model in Figure 9.

The arrow toward right indicates the current direction in
Figure 9 on which the dotted line is hypothetically located
as the end of diffusion layer from each membrane surface.
Cation passage through the cation exchange membrane is
K+ in the Figure 9(a)(left) because the transport number on
the cation exchange membrane is theoretically unity. K+ is
also transported toward the current direction in the diffusion
layer and Cl− is transported toward the reverse direction. The
width of arrow depends on the amount of transported ion in
Figure 9.

The arrangement, MM + CMV, is represented in
Figure 9(a)(right) where the water splitting phenomenon
on the membrane did not appear but the diffusion layer
indicated the growth by introduction of the charge mosaic
membrane on the cation exchange membrane as indicated
in Figure 7. This is caused by that ion transport process
may depend on difference in movement of ions in a mosaic
membrane and in solution under overlimiting current. In
other words, the ions in free solution, cation, and anion
affected each other by the interaction between the ions of the
positive and negative to some extent, while ions in charge
mosaic membrane under electricity moves smoothly along
the fixed charge sites faster than them in free solution. It
means the increase of K+ transport number and finally
the thickness of diffusion layer will be reflected from the
equivalent properties of (3) and (4) at the same limiting
current.

The arrangement, AMV, was shown in Figure 9(b)(left)
on which the water splitting was observed sufficiently. In
the case, the produced H+ seems to affect the Cl− transport
number. The transport numbers, however, did not change
so much as seen in Figure 6 because the protons would be
compensated by Cl− of high concentration in bulk solution
next to the diffusion layer.

The arrangement, AMV + MM, was indicated in
Figure 9(b)(right). The transport number was remarkably
changed on this model, as clear from the result in Figure 6,

and the diffusion layer turned to be decreased as shown in
Figure 7. It is supposed that the water splitting occurred at
the membrane surface participates in the decrease. The pro-
duced protons promptly are connected with Cl− on mosaic
membrane introduced to this systems. As one possibility,
though the situation is not clear, it is guessed as follows.
As the Cl− from the bulk solution is slow rate compared
to those in mosaic membrane, Cl− could not compensate
the anionic depletion due to the produced proton in the
diffusion layer. As a result, the anion transport number
would decrease or the thickness of diffusion layer would
be getting smaller. Figure 8 indicated the color’s change
by methyl red indicators. The red sign due to a generated
proton appeared on the solution toward the cathode. It
means that H+ was transported toward the bulk solution as
a part of charge carriers from the end of diffusion layer.

According to Figure 9, it was supposed that the ionic
transport was changed by an addition of the charge mosaic
membrane to electrodialysis.

4. Conclusion

Kinetic transport number on ionic transport in the diffusion
layer in near the membrane surface was obtained by means
of the chronopotentiometry. The equation was developed to
obtain the thickness of the diffusion layer from equation of
limiting current density. The diffusion layers were indicated
as function given current densities.

On the other hand, the water splitting phenomenon
was observed from pH measurement in both cases of anion
exchange membrane system and anion exchange + charge
mosaic membrane system. The phenomena together with
relation to the thickness of diffusion layer were considered
schematically in Figure 9.

In this study, it was examined whether the limit of current
density could be increased by introducing the charge mosaic
membrane.
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